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Message from the Executive Director
This is the sixth edition of YWCAA quarterly Newsletter.
The past few months have been rather calm and promising
to Kenyans. It's a time when the country's political
landscape has seen a transformation with mixed reactions

What’s
Inside..

among technocrats, political henchmen and the general

1.Institutional Capacity

public about the famous 'handshake' between His

Building

Excellency President Uhuru Kenyatta and the former Prime
2. Coaching by

Minister, the Right Honourable Raila Odinga. This is in

AWDF

reference to the extended political standoff - post 8th
August 2017 Elections in Kenya.

3.M&E Visit by SLF
Representative

Through the 'handshake', both the leaders agreed to put their differences aside and work
towards a common goal of uniting the country, and to nurture its development. Other deﬁning
moments are the joint public address; separate courtesy calls by the former Prime Minister to
the Retired President Daniel Arap Moi, and subsequently to the former President Mwai Kibaki;
and other meetings with prominent personalities in the country. This pact was later crowned by

4.BAWA & Grandmother
Dialogue on nurturing
Movement Building

what is commonly referred to as the 'hug' that brought in two other key players from the two
political divides during a national prayer breakfast meeting held at Safari Park Hotel, Nairobi on
31st May 2018.
The above mentioned events have seen the country return to calm and a resumption of some

5.Leap Learning
Now Programme
Launch .

level of normalcy with businesses picking up, various dialogue among opposing personalities,
an improvement in foreign exchange rates between Kenyan shillings and foreign currencies
and a boost in tourism sector. Despite all this, there have been some cases related to corruption
and social injustice - eg a resumption of strike by university dawns following grievance on none
payment of the agreed remuneration, management issues in health as well as in education
sector. The above events have direct implications on YWCAA and its operations. Looking at
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the previous edition, we reported an unstable environment marred with political uncertainty
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that affected YWCAA's operations, particularly community interventions. The situation by
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proxy also affected donor relations with Kenya.
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We can allude to the fact that we foresee a better Kenya, and a thriving YWCAA - if this accord
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among the leaders is sustained.

By Ms. Peres Abeka
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1.Institutional Capacity Building

strengthening capacities in areas of strategic
leadership and governance, ﬁnancial management
and resource mobilization in order to effectively
implement the 5 year road map and beyond.
Members of the board acknowledged the huge
responsibility ahead and called on total commitment
to mobilize resources through maintenance of
current networks, while also focusing on establishing
new partnership. Other options on resource
mobilization were also discussed in to details. The

The staff and volunteers had a 2 days training

team resolved to plan adequately for the forth

which was spearheaded by the board.The aim was

coming resource mobilization and visibility event to

to equip YWCAA staff and volunteers with

be held in the course of the year.

knowledge and skills on how to effectively
implement the proposed new areas, and how to
prepare the community to form and maintain
advocacy structures under the grandmothers'
movement building.
Areas of focus included integration of HIV/AIDS
and SSRHR, effective community mobilization,
advocacy, result-based management and how to
build stronger movements.
The Board of directors held a follow up
consultative meeting thereafter Focusing on

2.Coaching by AWDF – Strengthening YWCAA Governance and Visibility
YWCAA with support from the AWDF had a BoD training
facilitated by Ms. Paula Fray, a media external consultant
to assess the health of the organisation by interrogating
its identity and understanding its journey. The training
incorporated the well-being in governance and introduced
the coaching programme to get board members support
in organization's sustainability. Some of the ﬁndings were:
the organization realization of the need for a
succession plan to ensure smooth transition
from one leader to the other; a diversity of programmes in order to ensure growing donor support
for the organization and increased visibility.

3. M&E Visit by SLF representative
Ms. Ruth Ojiambo a Representative of the
Stephen Lewis Foundation (SLF) visited YWCAA
on Tuesday the 13th of March 2018. During the
visit, she reviewed progress of the project and
discussed – successes, challenges and leaning
with various staff , volunteers and board
members.
She invested more time to learn

about the

organization's systems, including ﬁnancial and
administrative documentation methods, Strategy among other policy and guidelines. The
processes and procedures. Ruth then

organization had adopted a more systematic and
efﬁcient method of ﬁnancial management.
YWCAA shared its future plans on implementing
the 5 years Strategic Plan which will enable her
mobilize, deploy, build on, and utilize resources
in the most effective possible fashion. The team
also reafﬁrmed their commitment to further build
on its internal systems and to enhance her
partnership and collaboration. On the list of
priorities was building grandmother movements
to reinforce her advocacy work on HIV and also
focus on other issues such as SRHRs, GBV, gender

accompanied the YWCAA team for a ﬁeld visit to and human rights more vividly
Kibagare, where she met the two BAWA
grandmothers groups under YWCAA . The most
pressing need expressed by the grandmothers was
to be supported to ﬁnd secure places to reside in.
Other key issues focused on the need for equal
outreach to the adolescent and youth on issues
related to drugs and substance abuse, Sexual
reproductive and health and life skills. Ruth learnt
that the roles and responsibilities of the governing
and the management teams were separated, clear,
and well understood. Further, YWCAA revised her
2010 Constitution in 2017, developed a 5 years
Strategic Plan and a Resource Mobilization
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4.BAWA & Grandmother Dialogue on nurturing Movement Building
During the reporting period, YWCAA held various
dialogue sessions with Bar Waitresses (BAWA) and
Grandmothers groups from Nairobi, Kisumu and
Homabay on use of Movement Building as an
advocacy tool on economic empowerment,
campaign against HIV/AIDS, ﬁght Drug & Substance
abuse, avert GBV and to promote access to Sexual
Reproductive Health and Rights (SRHRs) services and
information. The dialogues were the ﬁrst curtain
raisers for the broader Movement Building initiatives.
They aimed at engaging the grandmothers'
perception, knowledge and experience in forming
movements; and to identify any capacity building
gaps. Through the dialogues. YWCAA managed
to create a great awareness and understanding
on Movement Building. The participants were able
to identify with the subject and translated the
phrase movement building to a Kiswahili word
'Msukumo'. The grandmothers in Kisumu and
Homabay, named Movement Building - 'Dhiro'.
The idea is to domesticate the term for ease of
understanding and ownership by
the community.
The Movement Building project is designed on the
basis that many grandmothers in Global South
are the care givers of orphaned and vulnerable children
whose parents have succumbed as a result of HIV/AIDS
related complications. They are the ones who bear the
most burden when their grandchildren or daughters in
laws suffer gender based violence. HIV has reversed the
role of grandmothers within the communities. They are
recognized as key contributors in health, social and economic sectors. Having worked with the grandmothers
who are widowed, and those that have undergone so much trauma mainly triggered by effects of HIV/AIDS,
YWCAA has decided to continue building their capacity as change makers and community activists.
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5.Leap Learning Now Programme Launch
The YWCAA team in partnership with the Africa Start up
Foundation and the St. Martin's School installed a
Computer Lab at St Martin's School in Kibagare village
in Westlands Sub-County, Nairobi. The school received
24 tablets with over 100 applications of the Leap
Learning program. The program, which has
converted a full curriculum for basic reading and writing
into 100 unique apps, tailor made by pedagogical
experts, including test-applications to track the kids'
performance and development will stimulate children to
improve on reading and writing. It also promotes
technology in the education and aims at improving the
learning system for children and adults interested in

learning. This programe complements the
government of Kenya’s effort on use of computers
in primary schools. All the apps used are easily
understandable for kids from different
backgrounds. Over 1000 students from pre-unit to
class 4 will beneﬁt from this program. The program
was inspired by the BAWA grandmothers group
and the Kibagare community during a visit by
Norwegian Emergency Response Systems
(NOREPS) organized by YWCAA with support of
the Innovation Norway, East Africa in 2006.

6. BoD and Staff Retreat
The retreat took place at Lukenya Getaway Resort, off
Athi River from 27th June to 4th July. The event is part
of the activities in the couching program in
partnership with the AWDF under couch Paula Fray
At the end of the retreat, YWCAA was able to build on
its team synergy, enhanced YWCAA’s proﬁle, and the
team developed a communication strategy outing its
goal, objectives, target audience (internal and
external), methods of monitoring and evaluation, key
messages that would increase YWCAA's visibility and
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build it's proﬁle as a youth-led organization
promoting equal rights and social justice for
women, young people and the vulnerable. The
meeting also

proposed that the organization

adopts a new name and a logo. The proposed
title will be adopted as soon as its effected by the
NGO Coodination Board.

Partners
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